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Additional Supplies needed:  

 ■ Glue or glue stick  

 ■ Crayons, markers, color pencils, or even chalk! 
 

Instructions: 

      1. Arrange pieces as shown above. First glue down fish and seaweed.  

  2. Then glue down just the sides of the blue wave at the bottom of the dark blue paper, 

     so that dolphin can pop through.  

  3. Glue dolphin to craft stick. 

  4. To make dolphin move you can slide the dolphin up and down on the craft stick. 

  5. Then use crayons, markers, or color pencils to add any extra details you’d like!    

 

WAIT!  Add some fun if you have…  
 

  ♦ Wiggly Eyes or Sticker Eyes: Glue on eyes that wiggle to make it more fun! 

       ♦ Printer paper: Go online and find pictures of other sea life to print out or  

     draw other sea creatures and plants to add to the scene! 

  ♦ Green Foam or Felt: Use to make the kelp look more realistic! 
 
 

Remember, your project doesn’t have to look like ours, so go ahead and get creative!  

 

WAIT!  Add some fun stories to go along with your craft: 
 

Books (check your local library for availability or place holds online for pickup): 
 

Count with Little Fish by Lucy Cousins 

Dolphin Tale: A Tale of True Friendship by Emma Ryan 

Dolphins on the Sand by Jim Arnosky 

Fish Out of Water by Helen Palmer 

Gilbert Goldfish Wants a Pet by Kelly DiPucchio  

Goodbye Book by Todd Parr 

Hooray For Fish by Lucy Cousins 

Little Dolphin by Sue Unstead 

Little Lost Dolphin by Kristen Depken 

Made by Maxine by Ruth Spiro 

My Visit to the Aquarium by Aliki 

The Only Fish in the Sea by Philip Christian Stead 

Rainbow Fish (series) by Marcus Pfister 

Summer at the Seashore by Sue Tarksy 

 
Available on Libby by Overdrive with your library card: 
 

Curious George at the Aquarium by H. A. Rey  

Dolphins! by Sharon Bokoske 

On the Ocean Floor (The Magic School Bus) by Joanna Cole 

Seashells by the Seashore by Marianne Berkes  

Wild Sea Creatures: Sharks, Whales, Dolphins (Wild Kratts) by Chris Kratt  

Available July 15 - 31, 2021 at your local  

Monmouth County Library branch, while supplies last! 
 

New craft available August 1! 
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